
UKAEA’s Professor Robert Buckingham
celebrated in New Year’s Honours list

News story

The head of UKAEA’s RACE robotics centre has been made an OBE.

Dr Robert Buckingham OBE

The UK Atomic Energy Authority’s (UKAEA) Robotics Director, Professor Robert
Buckingham, has been awarded an Officer of the Order of the British Empire
(OBE) for his services to robotic engineering.

The full New Year Honours list for 2021 recognises the achievements and
service of extraordinary people across the United Kingdom.

Reflecting on the award, Professor Buckingham, said: “I’m thinking about what
this OBE means for the future – for UK robotics, for fusion power plant
design, for decommissioning, and the difference we can make together.

“Engineering is teamwork. As engineers, we can’t do anything significant as
individuals, so this can only be a collective award – it is the UKAEA’s and
the Remote Applications in Challenging Environment’s (RACE) honour,” he
concluded.

The New Year Honours are a part of the British honours system, with New
Year’s Day, 1 January, being marked by naming new members of orders of
chivalry and recipients of other official honours.

The awards will be presented by Queen Elizabeth II or her vice-regal
representative. They have been awarded at New Year since at least 1890.

The honours system celebrates the breadth of services given by people from
all backgrounds across the UK.
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Secretary of State thanks people of
Wales in New Year message

Secretary of State for Wales Simon Hart has thanked everyone in Wales for the
sacrifices they have made during the past year.

In a New Year Message, the Welsh Secretary has looked back over a year which
has been dominated by the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic, but which ended with the
approval of two vaccines for use across the UK – potentially hastening a
return to normal life.

Mr Hart also looked ahead to 2021, which will be Wales’ and the rest of the
UK’s first outside the European Union for decades and pointed to some of the
opportunities it brings as the UK Government seeks to build back better from
the pandemic.

This has been a year like no other and I want to thank everyone in Wales for
the sacrifices they have made during extremely challenging times.

It’s a year when every single person in Wales had to cope with the
restrictions placed on our lives by the pandemic, including many who have
also lost their jobs.

These extraordinary events have highlighted the best of us – from our health
workers in the front line of the pandemic to our Armed Forces helping build
field hospitals and administering tests. But they have also shown us just how
far people the length and breadth of Wales will go to help look after their
communities, whether that’s providing help and support for others or simply
by following the regulations so we can defeat the virus as quickly as
possible.

There was fantastic news to close the year with the approval of the
Oxford/AstraZeneca vaccine. Every additional vaccine which becomes available
takes us a step closer to our normal lives. With production of this vaccine
taking place in North Wales it will put Wales on the front line in the fight
against the Covid-19 pandemic.

Although it is hard to imagine at the moment but I am also confident that in
2021 we have much to be optimistic about. Christmas Eve saw the end of long
months of negotiations and years of debate as we delivered on the result of
the 2016 referendum and sealed a trade deal with the European Union – the
most expansive deal that the EU has ever agreed.

For the first time in almost 50 years, there is now an opportunity for
people, businesses and governments to do things very differently. From now on
we can take full advantage of the fantastic opportunities available to the UK
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as an independent trading nation, following on from the progress that we made
in 2020 when we signed free trade agreements with over 60 nations.

In Wales, every part of the county is now covered by a growth deal. These
represent huge opportunities to help rebalance the Welsh economy with the UK
and Welsh Governments working hand in hand alongside local authorities and
business to unleash the full potential of our different regions. Whether it
is our green ambitions, digital connectivity plans, freeports schemes or
smaller projects linking all corners of Wales, the next few months are going
to be about job creation, recovery and livelihoods.

We’ve achieved so much across the UK with one arm tied behind our back, yet
the scale of our ambition for Wales has only just begun. With an end to the
pandemic now in sight, the UK Government will continue its work to level up
the nations and regions of the UK, creating jobs, delivering prosperity and
strengthening the United Kingdom of which Wales is such an integral part.

MMO issue over 2200 fishing vessel
licences following UK and EU Trade and
Cooperation Agreement

News story

New fishing licences explained

Following the Trade and Cooperation Agreement between the EU and the UK, new
fishing licences were issued on New Year’s Eve 2020, ensuring minimal
disruption to fishing at the end of the transition period from the EU.

The MMO and other UK fishing administrations issued amended licences for UK
vessels, allowing them access to fish in all UK waters.

To fish in other countries’ waters, a separate external waters licence is
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required. The Agreement allowed the UK Single Issuing Authority (UK SIA) and
the EU equivalent body to issue licences enabling UK and EU vessels to fish
in each other’s waters between the 12 – 200 nautical mile limits.

The list of vessels licensed to fish in these waters is on the UK SIA
website.

Licences to fish in each other’s 6 – 12 nautical mile zones will be issued
later once the eligibility criteria has been confirmed and the UK SIA will
notify eligible UK vessel owners.

Negotiations continue to agree access to Norwegian, Faroes and other coastal
states’ and regional fisheries management organisations’ (RFMO) waters. Until
they are concluded, UK vessels cannot access these waters and Norwegian and
Faroese vessels cannot access UK waters.

If your vessel does not appear on the published list and you have not
received a licence, or wish to apply for one, please visit the UK SIA website
or contact uksia@marinemanagement.org.uk.

For more information please see the ‘one stop shop’ guide for commercial
fishers, merchants and exporters. This signposts to guidance on fishing,
landing, exporting, importing, transportation, food hygiene and regulatory
controls.

There is also a handy step by step guide to exporting fish and seafood
products to the EU, and a checklist for fishers intending to landing their
catch directly into the EU.
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The MHRA Innovative Licensing and
Access Pathway is open for business

The ambition of this new licensing and access pathway is to reduce the time
to market for innovative medicines. The ILAP combines the MHRA’s globally
recognised strengths of independence and high standards of quality, safety,
and efficacy, with improved efficiency and flexibility, readying the MHRA for
a new era in medicines approvals in the UK.

Central to realising this ambition is how the ILAP provides a single
integrated platform for sustained collaborative working between the MHRA,
partners and the medicine developer.

By harnessing expertise at the right time from the MHRA’s partners, the
National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE), the Scottish
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Medicines Consortium (SMC) and NHS England and NHS Improvement (NHSE&I), the
ILAP allows for enhanced coordination and monitoring of important product
development activities. Patients are also key partners and the patient voice
will be integrated at every stage.

The “Innovation Passport”, a new medicine designation, acts as the gateway to
entry into the pathway and will be awarded to innovative products submitted
to the ILAP. This passport step incorporates broad and inclusive concepts of
innovation and patient need, allowing the ILAP to encompass a wide range of
medicines undergoing development, including Advanced Therapy Medicinal
Products (ATMPs), medicines for rare diseases and repurposed medicines.

A successful Innovation Passport designation then triggers the MHRA and
partners to create the “Target Development Profile” (TDP) document. This
“living document” will set out a unique product-specific roadmap towards
patient access in the UK healthcare system. The TDP includes access to tools
from a toolkit that can be selected to design an efficient and “regulation
and access ready” development programme. Available tools include continuous
benefit-risk assessment, increased support for novel development approaches
and enhanced patient engagement.

Lord Bethell, Minister for Innovation says:

We are absolutely determined to make sure UK patients can access
the latest cutting-edge medicines as quickly as possible to help
everybody live longer, healthier and happier lives.

Now we have left the EU, we have the freedom to innovate and cut
red tape to speed up the approval process for new treatments and
ensure patient safety is at the heart of everything we do.

The new pathway represents a totally new way of thinking and is a
truly collaborative approach between the healthcare system, the
pharmaceutical industry and patients with the common goal of
getting the best products to the people who need them as safely and
quickly as possible.

Dr June Raine CBE, Chief Executive, Medicines and Healthcare
products Regulatory Agency comments:

Transforming the way innovative medicines reach patients in the UK
is not a ‘nice to have’. It’s a ‘must do’. An imperative. And the
time to do it is now.

We are transforming the MHRA, making the regulator an enabler of
innovation. Our new Innovative Licensing and Access Pathway has
established new partnerships to robustly and safely support all new
medicines at any point in their development, and most important of
all, involve patients in all aspects of decision-making.



Prof Gillian Leng CBE, Chief Executive of NICE said:

NICE has a central role in ensuring flexible and swift access to
innovative medicines for patients in England and supporting the
life sciences sector to launch their products here. Partnering with
the MHRA and others to build this frictionless pathway to the
timely availability of cost-effective medicines is one of the ways
NICE is delivering benefits for patients, the NHS, and life
sciences industry.

A spokesperson from Healthcare Improvement Scotland, of which SMC
is part, said:

Our aim is to ensure patients in Scotland can benefit from the
best, most clinically effective and cost-effective treatments that
are available. The ILAP offers a genuine and significant
opportunity to ensure new and innovative products reach patients
across the UK, safely and quickly. The SMC has a pivotal role in
supporting the ILAP and stands ready to deliver for patients,
partners and industry.

High quality health and social care research improves health and
wellbeing. The ILAP will ensure that innovative new studies can
start quickly without compromising standards, and that more people
can benefit. The ILAP builds on a strong foundation of joint
working between the MHRA and HRA to streamline approvals and ensure
that trials are always safe, legal, ethical and fair, and we’re
very pleased to support it.

Steve Bates OBE, Chief Executive of the BioIndustry Association
(BIA) said:

The BIA welcomes the new Innovative Licensing and Access Pathway
which was announced at our joint BIA-MHRA Conference in September.
We are supportive of a joined-up life sciences ecosystem which
would enable the UK to become a leading location for research and
development of innovative medicines to the benefits of patients.

Richard Torbett, Chief Executive of the ABPI

It is really encouraging to see the MHRA launch a new Innovative
Licensing and Access Pathway which will help our companies get new
treatments to patients faster by offering them a similar rolling
review as was done with the Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine and concurrent



review by all parts of the health system. This is something we’ve
been calling for as the MHRA prepares for Brexit.

Further information about the ILAP and how to apply for an Innovation
Passport

Notes to editors:

Information about the Innovative Licensing and Access Pathway.
The Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency is responsible
for regulating all medicines and medical devices in the UK by ensuring
they work and are acceptably safe. All our work is underpinned by robust
and fact-based judgements to ensure that the benefits justify any risks.
The Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (‘the agency’)
has three centres. The MHRA, the National Institute for Biological
Standards and Control (NIBSC) and the Clinical Practice Research
Datalink (CPRD). The agency is an executive agency of the Department of
Health and Social Care.
The Scottish Medicines Consortium (SMC) is the national source of advice
on the clinical and cost-effectiveness of all new medicines for NHS
Scotland. As part of Healthcare Improvement Scotland, our aim is to
ensure that people in Scotland have timely access to beneficial new
medicines. Find out more at www.scottishmedicines.org.uk.

Tampon tax abolished from today

News story

The ‘tampon tax’ has been abolished – with a zero rate of VAT applying to
women’s sanitary products coming into effect today (1 January 2021).

tampon tax abolished – from today (1 Jan 2021) VAT no longer applies to
women’s sanitary products
part of wider government action to End Period Poverty which includes the
roll out of free sanitary products in schools, colleges and hospitals
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move made possible by end of the transition period and freedom from EU
law mandating VAT on sanitary products

The move honours a government commitment to scrap the tax and is part of a
wider strategy to make sanitary products affordable and available for all
women which includes:

January 2020’s roll out of free period products for all young people in
English state schools and colleges and extension of the scheme into 2021
the NHS offering period products to every hospital patient who needs
them (including long-term in-patients) since 2019
the Tampon Tax Fund, established in 2015, which allocated the funds
generated from VAT on period products to projects supporting vulnerable
and excluded women and girls

Chancellor Rishi Sunak said:

I’m proud that we are today delivering on our promise to scrap the
tampon tax. Sanitary products are essential so it’s right that we
do not charge VAT.

We have already rolled out free sanitary products in schools,
colleges and hospitals and this commitment takes us another step
closer to making them available and affordable for all women.

The Chancellor announced that the tampon tax was to be abolished from 1
January 2021 at March 2020 Budget. As the transition period ended on December
31st, the UK is no longer bound by the EU VAT Directive which mandates a
minimum 5% tax on all sanitary products.

Felicia Willow, Fawcett Society Chief Executive, said:

We warmly welcome the scrapping of VAT on all sanitary products
from 1 January 2021 and congratulate the government on taking this
positive step.

It’s been a long road to reach this point, but at last the sexist
tax that saw sanitary products classed as non-essential, luxury
items can be consigned to the history books.

The Tampon Tax Fund will continue to provide funding for projects supporting
vulnerable women and girls. Successful applicants to the £15 million funding
for 2020/21 were announced last month.

Further information

The UK is therefore no longer legally bound by EU laws which have seen
sanitary products subject to five different rates of VAT since 1973 –
the latest of which was 5%, effective since January 2001.



Although the UK was bound by the EU VAT Directive, Parliament approved
the move to a zero rate, with a provision included in Finance Act 2016
for such an eventuality. The UK also established the Tampon Tax Fund in
2015 to donate money to charity equivalent to the amount of VAT revenue
collected, with £47 million donated since then to charities working with
vulnerable women and girls.
The zero rate was legislated for in the Finance Act 2016, enabling the
change to come in to force as soon as the UK has discretion to do so
under its legal obligations.
While the UK was a Member State of the EU, we were unable to apply any
rate of VAT lower than a reduced rate of 5% to sanitary products because
of the EU VAT Directive.
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